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ON CO-MOORE SPACES

MAREK GOLASINè SKI and DACIBERG LIMA GONC° ALVES*

1. Abstract.

The paper deals with an existence and uniqueness of co-Moore spaces. We show (Theorem 1.2)
the uniqueness of a co-Moore space of type �A; n� for n � 3 with given homology groups and
deduce that ¢nitely generated abelian groups are the only abelian groups for which there exists a
co-Moore space.
Then Moore spaces which are also co-Moore are investigated. We present (Proposition 2.1)

some necessary conditions on what cohomology groups may appear for spaces those are Moore
and co-Moore. At the end, an existence of a co-Moore space of type �R=Z; n� 1� for n � 2 is
established.

It is well-known ([6]) that for each pair �A; n�, where A is an abelian group
and n � 2 an integer there is a unique (up to the homotopy type) Moore
space M�A; n� of type �A; n�. Similarly, a simply connected space M0�A; n�
with non-vanishing the reduced integral cohomology group A in dimension n
is called a co-Moore space of type (A; n). This note concerns with the pro-
blem of which type �A; n� can be realized as a co-Moore space and when they
are unique up to the homotopy type. In [8] Kainen, P.C. derives some results
on co-Moore spaces of type �A; n� when A is a ¢nitely generated abelian
group and n � 3. As he pointed out the space M0�A; n� is unique (up to the
homotopy type) in this case and a co-Moore space of type �Q; n� does not
exist for any n � 2, where Q is the additive group of rationals (cf. also [10]).
More generally, in [11] are analysed sequences of groups (with emphasis on
the countable case) which can be cohomology groups of a space. Some work
on this subject has also been done in [5] provided G�odel's Axiom of Con-
structibility V � L is assumed.
In section 1 we develop (Theorem 1.2) the uniqueness (up to the homotopy

type) of a co-Moore space of type �A; n� for n � 3 with given homology
groups. Then we deduce some its applications and by means of [11], in Cor-
ollary 1.5 we show that ¢nitely generated abelian groups are the only coun-
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table abelian groups for which there exists a co-Moore space of type �A; n�
for n � 3.
Section 2 concerns Moore spaces which are co-Moore as well. We make

some comments how it is related to the Whitehead problem and examine
(Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.2) a class of groups A such that
Hom�A;Z� � 0, where Z is the additive group of integers. In particular, we
obtain (without an assumption on Continuum Hypothesis) a description
(Proposition 2.1) of divisible abelian groups A of cardinality @1 or exp @0 for
which there is a co-Moore space of type �A; n� 1� for some n � 2: Finally,
we show the existence of a co-Moore of type �R=Z; n� 1� for any n � 2,
where R is the additive group of reals which is a Moore space as well.

1. Existence and uniqueness of some co-Moore spaces.

First recall ([7, page 109]) that for an abelian group A the conditions
Hom�A;Z� � 0 and Ext�A;Z� � 0 su¤ce to deduce that A � 0. Therefore,
from the split short exact sequence

0! Ext�Hkÿ1X ;Z� ! HkX ! Hom�HkX ;Z� ! 0

given by the Universal Coe¤cient Theorem one derives that a simply con-
nected space X is a co-Moore space of type �A; n� if eHkX � 0 for k 6� nÿ 1; n
and the abelian groups A1 � Hnÿ1X and A2 � HnX are such that
1) A � HnX � Ext�A1;Z� �Hom�A2;Z�;
2) Hom�A1;Z� � 0 and Ext�A2;Z� � 0:

For any abelian group A the group Hom�A;Z� is contained in a direct
product

Q
Z of copies of Z, namely the group ZA of all maps from A to Z and

for a torsion-free group A the group Ext�A;Z� is divisible. If however A is
torsion and Q is the additive group of the rationals then the exactness of

0! Z! Q! Q=Z! 0

induces exactness of

0! Hom�A;Q=Z� ! Ext�A;Z� ! Ext�A;Q� � 0:

Hence Ext�A;Z� � Hom�A;Q=Z� � Hom�A;R=Z�; where R is the additive
group of reals. If we give A the discrete topology then Hom�A;R=Z� is the
compact character group of A. Thus, if A is ¢nite then Ext�A;Z� � A and by
[9] cardExt�A;Z� � exp card�A�; if A is in¢nite.
Now let M�A; n� be the (unique up to the homotopy type) Moore space of

type (A; n) for n � 2 and X a simply connected space. Then, by the Universal
Coe¤cient Theorem for homotopy groups ([6]), we have the following exact
sequence
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0! Ext�A; �n�1X� ! �M�A; n�;X �!� Hom�A; �nX� ! 0;

where � associates to a homotopy class �f � of a map f the induced homo-
morphism on the n-th homotopy group. Note that we can easily derive the
sequence above from the co¢bre sequence for some map of bunches of
spheres. In particular, if X is the Moore space M�B; n� of type (B; n) then
([1]) �n�1M�B; n� � ÿ�B� if n � 2 and �n�1M�B; n� � B
 Z2 if n � 3; where
ÿ is J.H.C. Whitehead's quadratic functor. Thus we get the following short
exact sequence

0! Ext�A;B
 Z2� ! �M�A; n�;M�B; n��!� Hom�A;B� ! 0

for n � 3. From the Whitehead Theorem it follows that � associates to a
homotopy class �f � of a map f the induced homomorphism on the n-th
homology groups. To state the theorem on the homotopy type of co-Moore
spaces we need the following lemma.

Lemma 1.1. If A is an abelian group such that Ext�A;Z� � 0 then
Ext�A;A0� �0 for any p-torsion abelian group A0, where p is a prime. In parti-
cular, Ext�A;B
 Z2� � 0 for any abelian group B.

Proof. If Ext�A;Z� � 0 then from the cohomology exact sequence in-
duced by the short exact sequence 0! Z!p Z! Zp ! 0 it follows that
Ext�A;Zp� � 0 as well. Therefore, Ext�A;QZp� �

Q
Ext�A;Zp� � 0 for any

product
Q
Zp.

If now A0 is a p-torsion abelian group then it is a Fp-vector space, where Fp
is the simple ¢eld of characteristic p. Therefore, A0 �LZp over some index
set and we get the split short exact sequence of Fp-vector spaces

0! A0 !
Y

Zp ! A00 ! 0;

where the product
Q
Zp is indexed by the same set and A00 is the quotient

group. Hence, the group A0 is a direct summand of
Q
Zp and Ext�A;A0� � 0.

We now can show the main theorem.

Theorem 1.2. A simply connected space X is a co-Moore space of type
�A; n�, for n � 3 if and only if it is homotopy equivalent to the wedge
M�A1; nÿ 1� _M�A2; n�; where A � Ext�A1;Z� �Hom�A2;Z�; Hom(A1;Z� �
0 and Ext(A2;Z� � 0 for some abelian groups A1 and A2.

Poof. ): Let X be a co-Moore space of type (A; n) and A1 � Hnÿ1X ,
A2 � HnX : Then Hom(A1;Z� � 0, Ext(A2;Z� � 0 and A � Ext�A1;Z��
Hom�A2;Z�. From the homology decomposition ([6]) it follows that X has
the homotopy type of the mapping cone M�A1; nÿ 1� [� CM�A2; nÿ 1� of
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some map � : M�A2; nÿ 1� !M�A1; nÿ 1�: But nÿ 1 � 2, hence from the
long homology exact sequence determined by the map � we get that the in-
duced homomorphism �� : A2 ! A1 on the (nÿ 1)-th homology group is tri-
vial. So, by the Universal Coe¤cient Theorem for homotopy groups and
Lemma 1.1 it follows that the homotopy class �� � is an element of
Ext�A2;A1 
 Z2� � 0: Hence the map � is homotopy trivial and the space
M�A1; nÿ 1� [� CM�A2; nÿ 1� has the homotopy type of the wedge
M�A1; nÿ 1� _M�A2; n�.
(: Let a space X has the homotopy type of the wedge

M�A1; nÿ 1� _M�A2; n�. Then Hnÿ1X � A1, HnX � A2 and HkX � 0 for
k 6� nÿ 1; n. Thus, by the Universal Coe¤cient Theorem
HnX � Ext�A1;Z� �Hom�A2;Z�; where Hom�A1;Z� � 0, Ext�A2;Z� � 0 and
HkX � 0 for k 6� n:

Let now A be a ¢nitely generated abelian group. Then A � f �A� � t�A�,
where f �A� and t�A� denote its free and torsion part, respectively. But,
Ext�f �A�;Z� � 0 and Hom�t�A�;Z� � 0. Therefore, by Theorem 1.2 the space
X �M�t�A�; nÿ 1� _M�f �A�; n� is the unique (up to the homotopy type) co-
Moore space of type �A; n� such that Hnÿ1X � t�A� and HnX � f �A� for
n � 2. Conversely, we can show the following proposition.

Proposition 1.3. For n � 3, if A ¢nitely generated then X is a co-Moore
space of type �A; n� if and only if it is homotopy equivalent to the wedge
M�t�A�; nÿ 1� _M�f �A�; n�.
Proof. Let A1 � Hnÿ1X and A2 � HnX . Then by Theorem 1.2 the

space X has the homotopy type of the wedge M�A1; nÿ 1� _M�A2; n�
for n � 3. Thus, HnX � A � f �A� � t�A� � Ext�A1;Z� �Hom�A2;Z�, where
Hom(A1;Z� � 0 and Ext(A2;Z� � 0:
We show that A1 � t�A� and A2 � f �A�: The group Ext(A1;Z� is ¢nitely

generated (as a subgroup of A) and let t�A1� denote the torsion part of A1.
Then, the short exact sequence

0! t�A1� ! A1 ! A1=t�A1� ! 0

gives rise to the exact cohomology sequence

0! Ext�A1=t�A1�;Z� ! Ext�A1;Z� ! Ext�t�A1�;Z� ! 0:

The group A1=t�A1� is torsion-free, so the group Ext(A1=t�A1�;Z) is divisible
and it is a direct summand of the ¢nitely generated group Ext(A1;Z).
Therefore Ext(A1=t�A1�;Z� � 0: But Hom(A1=t�A1�;Z� � Hom�A1;Z� � 0,
so A1=t�A1� � 0 and A1 � t�A1�: By [9], we have cardExt�A1;Z� �
exp card�A1� if A1 is an in¢nite torsion group. Hence A1 is a ¢nite torsion
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group and Ext(A1;Z� � A1: On the other hand, the group Hom(A2;Z� is ¢-
nitely generated and torsion-free, so it is free. But

A � f �A� � t�A� � Ext�A1;Z� �Hom�A2;Z� � A1 �Hom�A2;Z�;
hence A1 � t�A� and Hom(A2;Z� � f �A�. Moreover, any free generator of
the group f �A� determines a non-trivial splitting map A2 ! Z (i.e. its image
is a direct summand of A2). So, A2 � A02 � f �A� for some abelian group A02
and Hom(A2;Z� � Hom�A02;Z� � f �A� � f �A�: Thus Hom(A02;Z� � 0 and
Ext�A2;Z� � Ext�A02 � f �A�;Z� � Ext�A02;Z� � 0: Finally A02 � 0, by [7, page
109], and A2 � f �A�:
This result has been stated in [8] but the proof presented above follows

from our tools. Unfortunately, for a given abelian group A and n � 2 there
does not exist in general a co-Moore space of type (A; n). In particular, if F is
a free abelian group of rank greater or equal @1 we do not know if there
exists a co-Moore space of type (F; n� for any n � 2: In [11] the following
theorem is stated.

Theorem 1.4. If X is a space such that the cohomology groups HnX and
Hn�1X are countable then the homology group HnX is ¢nitely generated.

In particular, we can deduce the result.

Corollary 1.5. If A is a countable group then there is a co-Moore space of
type �A; n� for n � 2 if and only if A is ¢nitely generated.

Proof. If the group A is ¢nitely generated then by Proposition 1.3 there
exists a unique (up to the homotopy type) a co-Moore space of type �A; n�
for n � 2.
Let now A be a countable group and X a co-Moore space of type �A; n�

for some n � 2. Then, by Theorem 1.4 the homology groups Hnÿ1X and HnX
are ¢nitely generated. Hence, by the Universal Coe¤cient Theorem the
group HnX � A is ¢nitely generated as well.

2. Moore spaces which are co-Moore.

Let M�A; n� be a Moore space of type �A; n�. Then HnM�A; n� � Hom�A;Z�;
Hn�1M�A; n� � Ext�A;Z� and HkM�A; n� � 0 for k 6� n; n� 1: Therefore, the
space M�A; n� is a co-Moore space if and only if:
1) Ext�A;Z� � 0 or
2) Hom�A;Z� � 0:

If Ext�A;Z� � 0 then the group A is called a W-group and the Whitehead
problem asks whether every W-group is free. The Stein-Serre theorem
([3,7,14]) says that the answer is ``yes'' for groups of countable rank. In a
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remarkable paper S. Shelah ([13]) proved that the Whitehead problem is
unsolvable in ordinary set theory. More precisely, he shows that the di¡erent
answers to the problem are obtained depending on which of some two addi-
tional axioms are added to set theory.
We now analyse the class of groups A such that Hom�A;Z� � 0 and re-

mind the reader of some results. The ¢rst reasonable subclass T0 of these
groups is given by the property that any element of a group A in T0 has in-
¢nitely many integral divisors. In particular, any divisible or torsion group
and any (non-free) subgroup of the rationals is in the class T0. If A is a tor-
sion group then from section 1 it follows that Ext�A;Z� � Hom�A;R=Z� and
the Moore space M�A; n� is a co-Moore space of type �Hom�A;R=Z�; n� 1�
for n � 2. The group Hom�A;R=Z� is ¢nite if A is ¢nite and
cardHom�A;R=Z� � exp card�A�, if A is in¢nite. By [4, Chapter IV] any di-
visible group is isomorphic to the direct sum of copies of Q and of copies of
the Pr�ufer group Zp1 for various primes p. The group Ext�Q;Z� is iso-
morphic ([7, page 109]) to the additive group of the reals R and the group
Zp1 is the direct limit of the monomorphisms Zpn ! Zpn�1 induced by Z!p Z.
Then, lim Ext�Zpn ;Z� � lim Zpn � Z^p , where Z

^
p is the additive group of the p-

adic integers. Hence by [12], there is a natural short exact sequence

0! lim 
1Hom�Zpn ;Z� ! Ext�Zp1 ;Z� ! Z^p ! 0

and thus Ext�Zp1 ;Z� � Z^p : Therefore, for any divisible group A the group
Ext�A;Z� is isomorphic to the direct product of copies of R and Z^p for var-
ious p and the Moore space M�A; n� is a co-Moore space of type
�Ext�A;Z�; n� 1� for n � 2.
Let now A be any non-free subgroup of Q. Then, the group Ext�A;Z� is

divisible, of cardinality exp@0 ([7, page 105]) and A=pA � 0 or A=pA � Zp
for any prime p, where Zp is the cyclic group of order p. If A=pA � Zp then
exactness of

0! A!p A! Zp ! 0

induces exactness of

0! Ext�Zp;Z� � Zp ! Ext�A;Z� !p Ext�A;Z� ! 0:

Hence the only one copy of the Pruë fer group Zp1 appears as a direct sum-
mand of the divisible group Ext�A;Z�. Let P denote the set of all primes p
such that the group A is not p-divisible. Then,

Ext�A;Z� �
M
2@0

Q�
M
p2P

Zp1 � R�
M
p2P

Zp1 :
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We now present some necessary conditions on what cohomology groups may
appear for spaces those are Moore and co-Moore.

Proposition 2.1. Let A a torsion-free abelian group such that Hom�A;Z�
� 0.
1) If A is not p-divisible for some prime p then either a ¢nite or uncountable

number of copies of the Pru« fer group Zp1 appears in the decomposition of the
divisible group Ext�A;Z�:
2) If cardExt�A;Z�� � @1 or cardExt�A;Z�� � exp @0 (e.g. A is of ¢nite

rank which is not free or A is p-divisible for some prime p) then only an un-
countable number of copies of the group of rationals Q appears in the decom-
position of the divisible group Ext�A;Z�:
Proof. 1) If A is not p-divisible then A=pA is a direct sum of copies of Zp.

Exactness of

0! Ap!A! A=pA! 0

induces exactness of

0! Ext�A=pA;Z� ! Ext�A;Z� !p Ext�A;Z� ! 0:

But Ext�A=pA;Z� is isomorphic to the direct product of a number of copies
of Zp and the kernel of the map Ext�A;Z� !p Ext�A;Z� is isomorphic to the
direct sum of copies of Zp. Hence either a ¢nite or uncountable number of
copies of the Pruë fer group Zp1 could appears in the decomposition of the
group Ext�A;Z�.
2) Suppose that only a countable number of Q appears in the decomposi-

tion of Ext�A;Z� and A is not @1-free. Then, there exists a non-free subgroup
A0 (of countable rank) of A. By Pontrjagin's Lemma ([4, page 51]) there ex-
ists a non-free subgroup A00 (of ¢nite rank) of A0. If A00 is of rank 1 then, by
the above result, an uncountable number of Q appears in the decomposition
of Ext�A00;Z�. Proceeding inductively on rank of A00 we get the same for
Ext�A00;Z�, where A00 is of ¢nite rank. Thus an uncountable number of Q
appears in the decomposition of Ext�A;Z� as well and we obtain a contra-
diction. Therefore, the group A is @1-free and card A � @1 (since the group
Ext�A;Z� is non-trivial).
Now by Zorn's Lemma, select a maximal pure independent subset X of A

and let F be the subgroup of A generated by X, which is then free and pure in
A. The group A is @1-free, hence cardF � @0 and suppose that card F � @0.
The exact sequence 0! F! A! A=F! 0 gives rise to the exact cohomol-
ogy sequence
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0! Hom�F;Z� ! Ext�A=F;Z� ! Ext�A;Z� ! 0:

Thus it follows that cardExt�A=F;Z� � exp @0.
Let v�A=F� denote the intersection of all subgroups of A=F such that the

corresponding quotients are @1-free. Then, since by [2, Theorem 1.8]
cardExt�A=F;Z� � exp @0 � exp �cardv�A=F��, it follows that card v�A=F� �
@0. Put F for the subgroup of A de¢ned by the condition F=F � v�A=F� then
from the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [2] one gets that F � A. From the exact
sequence 0! F! A! v�A=F� ! 0 it follows that card F � card A � @1
contradicting that card F � @0. Therefore, card F � @1. If p is a prime then
pF � F \ pA, by purity of F. Hence

F=pF � F=F \ pA � F� pA=pA � A=pA:

Since card F � @1, we have that dimFp A=pA � @1, where Fp is the simple
¢eld of characteristic p. The exact sequence 0! A!p A! A=pA! 0 gives
rise to the exact cohomology sequence

0! Ext�A=pA;Z� ! Ext�A;Z� !p Ext�A;Z� ! 0:

Finally, the contradiction @1 � cardExt�A;Z� � cardExt�A=pA;Z� � exp @1
ends the proof.

Let now A be any abelian group. Then exactness of 0! t�A� ! A!
A=t�A� ! 0 induces exactness of the split sequence

0! Ext�A=t�A�;Z� ! Ext�A;Z� ! Ext�t�A�;Z� ! 0:

But Ext�t�A�;Z� � Hom�t�A�;R=Z�; where R is the additive group of reals.
Thus, Ext�t�A�;Z� � t�A�, if t�A� is ¢nite and by [9] we get cardExt�t�A�;Z�
� exp cardt�A�, if t�A� is in¢nite. Then we can state the following corollary.

Corollary 2.2. Let A be an abelian group such that Hom�A;Z� � 0 and
cardExt�A;Z� � @1 (resp. cardExt�A;Z� � exp @0). Then Ext�A;Z� �
Ext�A=t�A�;Z� � Ext�t�A�;Z� with cardt�A� < @0 (resp. card t�A� � @0),
where Ext�A=t�A�;Z� is a divisible group with properties given by Proposition
2.1.

Let now t1�A� be the subgroup of A generated by all its elements with in-
¢nitely many divisors. If t1�A� � A then it is easy to see that Hom�A;Z� � 0
and we put T1 for the class of all such groups. Of course, T0

�
6� T1 since for

instance, the groups
Q
Zp and

Q
Z^p given by the products of cyclic groups

and the additive groups of the p-adic integers, respectively for all primes p
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are in the class T1 but not in T0. This leads to a more general construction.
For a group A consider the following trans¢nite sequence of its subgroups

t1�A� � t2�A� � � � � � t��A� � � � � � A;

where t1�A=t��A�� � t��1�A�=t��A� and t��A� �
S
�<� t��A� if � is a limit or-

dinal.
Let T� be the class of all groups A such that t��A� � A: Then we get a

trans¢nite sequence of the following classes of groups

T0 � T1 � T2 � � � � � T� � � � � :
By induction on n we show that Tn

�
6� Tn�1 for all n � 1. Let A1 �

Q
Zp, where

p runs over all primes and the element e1 2 A1 is given by the sequence of
generators of all groups Zp. Then the group A2�p� � A1 � Z=�e1;ÿp�Z for
any prime p is in the class T2 but not in T1.
Given groups An�p� � Anÿ1 � Z=�enÿ1;ÿp�Z, for all primes p which are in

the class Tn but not in Tnÿ1 consider the product An �
Q
An�p�, where p runs

over all primes p. Take the element en 2 An given by the sequence of ele-
ments �0; 1� � �enÿ1;ÿp�Z for all primes p, where �0; 1� 2 Anÿ1 � Z. Then the
group An�1�p� � An � Z=�en;ÿp�Z for any prime p is in the class Tn�1 but not
in Tn.

Lemma 2.3. If X is a co-Moore space of type �A; n�, for n � 2 then
A � Ext�A1;Z� �Hom�A2;Z� for some abelian groups A1 and A2, where the
group Ext�A1;Z� has generators with in¢nitely many integral divisors. Fur-
thermore, this decomposition of the group A is unique up to isomorphism.

Proof. Exactness of

0! Z! Q! Q=Z! 0

induces exactness of

0! Hom�A1;Q� ! Hom�A1;Q=Z� ! Ext�A1;Z� ! 0:

But Q=Z �LZp1 ; where p runs over all primes and Zp1 is the Pruë fer group
of type p1. Hence

Hom�A1;Q=Z� � Hom�A1;Z21� �Hom�A1;
M
p 6�2

Zp1�:

The group Z21 is p-divisible for any prime p 6� 2 and
L

p 6�2 Zp1 is 2n-divisible
for any natural n � 1. Thus, the group Ext�A1;Z� has generators with in-
¢nitely many divisors as a quotient of the group Hom�A1;Q=Z�:
For suppose that A � B1 � B2 � B01 � B02; where the groups B1, B01 have
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generators with in¢nitely many divisors and B2, B02 are contained in a direct
product

Q
Z. Then B1 � B01 and B2 � A=B1 � A=B02 � B02:

We now can state the next result.

Proposition 2.4. 1) If A is an abelian group and t��A� � A for some or-
dinal � then Hom�A;Z� � 0.
2) If X is a co-Moore space of type �A; n� and t��A� � A for some ordinal �

then � � 1:

Proof. 1) Note that Hom�A;Z� � Hom�A=t��A�;Z� for any ordinal �.
2) From section 1 it follows that there are abelian groups A1 and A2 such

that A � Ext�A1;Z� �Hom�A2;Z�: Thus, by Lemma 2.3 we get t1�A� �
Ext�A1;Z� and t1�A=t1�A�� � t2�A�=t1�A� � t1�Hom�A2;Z�� � 0: Finally,
t2�A� � t1�A� and A � t��A� � t1�A�.
Unfortunately, the classes T� do not exhaust all groups A such that

Hom�A;Z� � 0. Fuchs and Loonstra ([4, page 128]) constructed a torsion-
free group A of rank 2 with the following properties:
1) every subgroup of rank 1 is cyclic;
2) every torsion-free quotient of rank 1 is divisible.

First, note that t1�A� � 0 for this group. For let t1�A� 6� 0 and take
a 2 t1�A�, a 6� 0. Consider the subgroup Aa of A generated by all elements
a0 2 A such that a � na0 for some n 2 Z. Then rank of Aa is 1, so the sub-
group Aa is cyclic and we have a contradiction since the group Z does not
contain non-zero elements with in¢nitely many divisors.
If Hom�A;Z� 6� 0 then A � A0 � Z for some subgroup A0 of A. Thus A0 is

of rank 1 and is not divisible. Therefore, the Moore space M�A; n� is a co-
Moore space of type �Ext�A;Z�; n� 1�. To ¢nd Ext�A;Z� note that there is a
short exact sequence

0! Z! A! Q! 0;

where Q is the additive group of the rationals which derives the following
one

0! Z! Ext�Q;Z� ! Ext�A;Z� ! 0:

But the group Ext�Q;Z� is isomorphic ([7, page 109]) to the additive group of
the reals R hence, Ext�A;Z� � R=Z: Thus, we may state

Proposition 2.5. For any n � 2, there exists a co-Moore space of type
�R=Z; n� 1�, where R is the additive group of reals and Z the group of integers.

Finally, we close with the following problem.
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Problem 2.6. Describe all divisible abelian groups A for which there is a
co-Moore space of type �A; n� for some n � 2.
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